


EQITVR IAL
The days continue to shorten as the solar year
comes to a close. Wdllions sheltered in the
mass life of cities, miss the significance of
the sunts sinking in the South. Nevertheless
they cannot but sense the immemorial pulse of
the Solstice.
But how do they react to the long night? What
is their consciousness of this drama? There is
still the trace of a mystical element, although
we pride ourselves on our practical genius, and
repudiate all influence not visible to the
tlu-ee-dimensional world. The reaction of the
ancients to the Solstice festival was avowedly
mystical.
Let us inquire into the quality of the present-
day behavior patterns in response to the Sol-
stice. The great majority is not oblivious to
the deeper meaning of these rhythms. Although
the positive reaction may lie for the present
hidden beneath a veneer of self-conscious mod-
ernism, it makes itself poignantly felt in our
folk-ways.
If man were really so materialistic, whence
could spring the impulse to sing carols of jOy.
to attend religiOUS services, and plays and con-
certs of a mystical quality? This whole trend
is much more marked at this one season of the
year. Why the increase in festivity, the nu-
merous family gatherings, the need for a higher
fellowship than the usual? Why the generous
though usually misguided impulse to gift-giving.
the welling up of something fram the deep emo-
tional nature that leaps out especially at this
particular time of the year?

Why do these find at this time a very special
response?

It seems impossible to evade the conclusion
that even in this age of outward interests.
something of the innate glory and splendor of
the Solstice is dimly realized. Man knows the
way is yet open, however opaquely Visioned, to
3- vista of higher life. The rhythms of our
world at this time reveal a :patternwhich is
one of the great motifs of THINGS AS THEY AP..E-
the key to immortal life, the Sacred mystery of
EIRTH AN]) ])EATH.

The solstice of the Winter season, when the sun
is at its furthest South. is a recurrent glyph
of Death. Death of the old, of the year, of
the body - and Rebirth of the new life. In it
we can read the death of old thoughts and civi-
lizations as well as personal death; deaths of
worlds and of aeons - but also their ari'sing to
life in new and other forms.

Defeated by his intellectualisms and his limit-
ed concept of science, modern man knows these
ancient facts in some corner of his being. The
eternal verities of birth and death are but
partially hidden. A clearer persepctiveis
emerging to view. Through the New Physics. in
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the growing knowledge of psychic phenomena,
through interest in telepathy and other avenu.ea,
the twentieth century moves to freedom from
barriers and comes closer to harmony with that
ancient mystery which emerges from the mists as
part of 1ile immemorial framework of the Universe.

In the pages or this issue we preaerrs a HlW a,,-
peets of this motif of Eirth and Death. The
topic is vast as life itself. Let each reader
Yen~~e to seek for himself some part of the
treasure of this process by which man freed
climbs from earthly to spiritual stature. bl
Which he frees himself from earlier forms to
continually emerge in greater strength, and
beauty, bound upward in the splendid Journey of
mystical evolution.

\)./V'RKSHVP IN 5YM B'VLl5M

DEATH AND BIRTH IN ASTRGLOGY
The diffused undifferentiated stream of life
(soul-seeds1 moves downward into the darkness
of matter which is a form of death.

As t~e ex~eriences of earth sh~pe, dRvelop, and
intensi~r it, that soul-life rises differenti-
ated and purposive. emerging into the realm of
Light as a mature SQul. This is a great birth,
and the highest span in the astrological
s,yrnbolismof Scorpio transformed into Aquila.
Astrology knows many deaths and births - but
this grand mystical meta~orphosis is the climax
of them all.
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REBIRTH
Doubtless you are one of those who have a ;ream-
ing toward reaching the spirit within yourself.
And you know that spir1 t is far beyond psyche -
even beyond soul. You appreciate that it is
Nous, the peak of intelligent mind.

Or you may be a long distance from this yearn-
ing and realization. You ma;y be bringing up the
rear in the army of the Quest - almost sure
that the world of matter is all there is; that
you have no concerns other than those of ordi-
nary waking consciousness.

In one sense, it makes little difference where
you may seem to be in this army. Your person-
ality and your conscious mind are not eonel~-
sive evidence of your actual present rank or
your possibilities of promotion. These are
stamped down belOW, in subconscious areaS of
your being, which manifest more easily when the
physical and its stimuli are silenced in sleep.

Watch these areas, for, like Snow White's mirror
in the old folk legend, they will tell you tru-
ly. Their domain is large as the sea compared
with the island of your waking consciousness.
3Il1d their depths (or heights) reach "back to
the mothers". That designation of Goethe's is
pregnant with intimations of source, homeland.
the worlds of Spirit. from which we came, and
in which we are even now infant citizens.

When the subconscious opens up to us as the
transliminal, or that which is across the
threshold of our limited, everyday awareness.
it talks to us in symbolic Language; That is
tha o~ tongue in which realities pertaining
fiO greater dimensions can be suggested. When
we have learned to understand this language we
have within us a "treasure-house of experience.
resout'ce and power", - a guide and counsellor
far·· wiser in much that makes for out' growth
than our practical. reasoning mind.

How reliable is its help. once the mirror has
been at least partially cleansed of objective
attachment~was explaL~ed in the articlennre~s
and Reality" in the October issue of LIVING.

A sea, a mirror, a guide, a challenge. a reser-
voir and power-house' Transliminal life is all
of these and more. Sooner or later, if we ad-
vance in its processes. we experience those
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dawns of higher consciousness for which the
aspirant would "give his soul".

But the first vistas that open may not be
roseate. Often indeed they are clothed in too
vestments of death - the destruction of the old
to make way for the new. Must not the seed
disint.egrate in the ground before the :plant can
unfold in air? The human plant is to grow the
fruit of mind, tbru which alone is admission to
Nous.
There are many deaths on the way to this re-
birth. Or rather, there are transformations.
for there really is no death. The old self and
its attachments give way to their next - and
succeeding - generations. Life reappears in
newer and higher forms.

Rere are a few trsnsliminal experiences, chosen
mainly for their brevity from hundreds that are
on file at the School. which indicate movement
toward spirit - not intellectually, or wish-
fully, but with too courage and living qualitT
that true progress requires:

nA dream in which I am dying. The death is by
e. fusion of elements, like a being conuamed in
fire. Another one of me dies too. and I ~eep
bitterly."

•.
".My belongings and what seem to be parts of my-
self are heaped as on a pyre. I ~ torn between
horror and joyousness that something beautiful
will be born from the l1lins."

"1 have been laid upon a table as a corpse, by
Jesus, who stands nearby and says it is to pro-
tect him from his enemies. It seems to occur
at a meal, and in Egypt ••••••

A series of such victories is necessary. And
changes in the personality and objective lite
must be made, in line with the challenges of
the transliminal. Otherwise the higher states
will not be maintainee.. Then comes the dang e r
of grasping at the pseudo. But if your.yearning
is genuine, - toward the star in the heaven of
spirit, you will never be satisfied with its
shining reflection in the waters ot sentiment.
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THE HERMETI c:. Il1EA
of BIRTH.AND DEATH

In this tradition of the unchristianised Gnosis,
there are many sayings scattered through the
texts conveying ideas similar to ~hat. written
by Apolloni us of Tyana (see other l,inesin this
issue)~ These ideas were not new to these
early centuries of Greek recording and synthe-
sizing, but were obviously handed down from a
much older Egyptian tradition whose roots reach
back to before record"ld history. One discourse
(Corpus Hermeticum VIII) compresses the essence
into the title itself: "That not one of exist-
ing things doth perish, but men :Inerror speak of'
their changes as destructions and as deathson

Now if this is true of inanimate things, as in-
deed our modern science confirmS, how much more
true is it of the soul of man which,in the tra-
dition of Hermes. is seen to be in perpetual pil-
grimage,revolving on the wheel of transformation.

This is set forth clearly in ItThe Keylt (Corpus
Herm#X) where these changes of state are seen
to be but chapters in an eternal story. Hermes
is explaining to his disciple Tat how, in so-
called "birth" the soul is not yet drawn down
into the babe's body. But presently when the
11ttle body grows in bulk and draws down the
soul, "then doth the soul cut itself off. (from
the higher state) and bring upon itself forget-
fulness, and no more shareth in the Beautiful
and the Good."

Similarly with those who go out from the body
in so-called "death":--
"For when the soul withdraws into itself, the
spiritous (i.e. etheric) doth contract itself
wi thin the blood, and the soul within the
spiritous. .And then the Mind, stripped of its
wrappings, and naturally divine, taking unto
itself a fiery body, doth traverse every space,
after abandoning the soul unto its judgment and
whahwer chastisement it hath deserved. It

There are many other births and deaths spoken
o:t. great ones as well as little ones. but al-
ways, what is death to one state is birth into,
~r the beginning of,the next state or condition
in an almost endless series of pr!"lgressi0ns
upward.

E.G.SL!I~
'II<

There is no death of anyone. but only in ap-
pearance, even as there is no birth of any,
save only in seeming. The change from being to
becoming seems to be birth. and the change from
becoming to being seems to be death. but in
reality no one i~ ever born, nor does one ever
die. It is simply being a visible and then in-
visible; the former tbru density of matter, and
the latter because of subtlety of being •••"

from a letter written by Appolonius of
Tyana.about 70 A.D.,a wisdom-teacner of notable
significance in esoteric history.
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VJHILE Y\]U SLEEP
We in our eve~J day lives are too prone to con.
sider Birth and Death literally with regard to
the body only. But there are o thea- experiences
of daily life, - of sleep, which illustrate
vividly another kind of birth and death.

The dictionary defines death as the extinction
of life or feeling; and of birth as the coming
to life. This gives us a broad background of
contrast, ~~aat the same time takes us out of
that limited earth cycle of birth, growth, ma-
turity and death, observable to all. It bring$
us out into other areas, where for instance the
scientist works on birth and death in the prob-
lem of transforming energy and matter into other
spheres; or in the work of the alchemist in
transforming the energies of the self; or the
~stic who labors for the death of the old self
and the birth of the spirit.

Illustrations of such forms of death and birth
~ the three following records, experienced
during the body1s sleep when the psyche is
better able to struggle toward. the birth of
greater stature~

Transformation through cleansing
A man had a little child about two years old.
He left it with me while, from across the road,
he threw a swall object like a heart, upon the
child. It covered the child with blood, but I
bathed it and it became clean and lovely.

EXperience of transition
1 know I am dying and shall soon lose connection
with the outside world. I am not afraid for I
am certain I shall take ~ consciousness with
me. Then I experience the swing over. MY ja~
becomes stiff and I can no longer speak. I sense
this as the begirming of the death state and
wi thdraw. I turn inward and upward, saying nOur
Father·••• " in preparation for this next world_.

Death and the new vision
An old man lay dying ••••.bal.ong Lng to him waf. a
garment which those ne~ rJ~ feared to touc~
But a wind came in and bls';'1'.itaway to a liIo'Ul
in a young body. The old man did not sense thie
as loss. He wore a radiant 5~ile, and his half-
closed eyes held a vision of something far dis-
tant as he murnt1 ...Ted ~ half a.Loud-

"It is goo6 to sit in measureless
space and look dow;: at the shaqows
on the awnings of earth."



'ALL THE W\7RL~5 A
Those who write for the stage these days are
following the trend of sCience,pbysics, and the
other Arts. They are tearing at the veil of the
third dimension to see what might lie in that
ever growing reality of the fourth; to expr eas
in whimsy or serious vein their ideas as to how
we get into these other regions or dimensions,
and what we are likely to do after we get there,
The answers vary with the stature or imagin-
ation of the playwright.

A surprising number of the comparatively recent
plays on the subject of death and birth deal
with souls who are earthbound,and return to the
scenes of their earth life, perhaps to :dght a
wrong they have done,or to meet or help someone
they have loved.

Of this company are THE RETURN OF PETER GRIMM,
SMILIN' THRU, EA-R.TJ-1J3OUND,and the recent OUR
TOWN. Peter Grimm, in that poignant drama of
some years ago, was finally able, with the aid
of Ii sensitive child. to undo the harm his own
self-will had wrought on the lives of those
dear to him in earth. SMILIN' THROUGH tells of
an affection strong enough to bridge the gap
between life in the phySical body and life
thereafter, which unites two loves for periods,
until the one in earth is freed to join the
other in a more etheric existence. In OUR TOWN,
a more modern treatment of the returning theme,
a young wife returns from physical death to re-
view certain events in her life.

The same idea has been effectively carried out
in moving pictures, not only in SMILINf THRU,
but many others, of which there comes to mind
THE SCOUNDREL, who comes back to seek for the
kindness and tenderness he had never shown to
others, but on which his hope of peace depends.

And TOPPER, an amusing and whimsical idea, in
which the etheric nature of two of the char-
acters and their ability to appear and disappear
at will, brings about a series of interesting
situations.

by G Vhrtma n
'oUTWARD EOtlND, another gripping play of recent.
years, seeks to convince us that each mants
heaven, or next goal, is conditioned by his
stature and living. And that we all sail to-
ward it on a ship, that anCient s,rmbol for the
soul and its journeying. There is something ot
the same motif in DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY, where
those who are blind and stupid are afraid of
that which is beyond their experience to under-
stand. and only the lovely spirit of a young
girl sees the radiance and wonder of it all.

l different R.spect of the tendency of the soul
to revisit earth conditions, and one that has
been extensively treated in other fields of lit-
erature, is the idea of reincarnation. In this
eonnectaon many of us will remember THE LADDERt

written and financed over a period of months by
a man to whom this concept was a reality.

AUlother interesting venture, this time an ex-
?eri manto in time displacement, was BERKELEY
SQUARE, which proceeded on the thesis that if
past,present and future, are, why should it not
be possible to get back into the condition of
the past, relive its events, and change the
course of the future?

But ~~ese are only skirmishes on the borders of
other-;dimensionlti life. As the Aquarian Age ad-
vances, men's minds will penetrate more deeply
into those fourth dimensional areas. From these
the scientist has already drawn fragments which
touch our daily living with wonders. We accept
them because the,y are brought to us, but of
their real natura we know little.

Drama must have the courage to press into new
areas. That this will take US into strange ways
is to be expected but we shall also discover
new truth and beauty.

DEATH
He is an old, old friend of mine
Whose gray eyes. slipping between me and love

sometimes,
Or meeting mine over the heads of the throng,
Remind me of days we have walked alone.
For this, I can never be drunken of love, or

achievement, or wealth;
And if I take him not so seriously as those
Who shiver at his step, it is because
We have our little jest together, Death and I.

E. G. Salt
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The main public lecture series to be given by ~
the Director during the secondbalf of the sem-
ester is "The Pertinence of Metaphysics Today", /1
an informal inqu:1.:tj-into non-material phenomena,
with the aid of pbysics,psychology, psychic re~
search, mysticism, and Wisdom Teachings. It
will begin on December 8th at 8:50 p.~. and con~
tlnue on ThursdBIV evenings, except during the
holidays, till the end of January.

The object of this course is to supply the lay-
man with a basis for understanding phenomena he
has himself contacted, such as premonitions,
occasional clairvoyance, automatic writing, in-
spiration, "creativeness". He will have heard
of healings (more numerous than is generally
supposed) of prophecy, guidance and many other
types of metaphYSical phenomena.

on the other hand,there is also a wide range of
objective metaphysical developments,such as the
radio wave,remote control, traveling on a beam,
colloids, cosmic rays, etc. These are related
to the first type of phenomena. A new world of
metaphysical activity is the world in which to-
morrow will live. This course will in simple
language open the doors of understanding to
this world.

Friday £3ackground Courses
The School has long emphasized the value and
mental romance in gaining cultural backgrounds
in philosophy and wiSdom-lore. But the busy
American has little time for extended courses,
so the School long since inaugurated the short
Friday series. Tn two Friday evenings, at an
hour which interferes neither with the after-
noon nor the evening, you can get the gist of
an outstandingly important background under the
skillful leadership of Mrs. Mayer.

APPLIErl PHILVSVPHY
NlZ:w VvrK. N.Y

rn anticipation of Christmas she has chosen the
"The Lost Sayings of Jesus"

The dates are Decemoer 2 and 9, and the hour
6:20 p.m. A symposium in the Commons, after an
interVal for dinner, will follow the second
lecture.

An in.~ovation this year is a season ticket for
all four of the Friday series, touching on
Christian, Greek, Hindoo and Folklore wisdom.
Holders of such tickets will benefit by a large
reduction from the fee for single lectures or
single series.

Of the new Tuesd~ evening course
1lA New 'lYpe of Equipment for U!!!!g"

an observer has written, "This class is a
master-stroke. Tam too much of a teacher not
to get a keen exhileration at observing it •••••
it is a prototype •••••and its form is perfect."
The combination of SUbjective Exercise for the
development of the invisible man and instruction
in philosophical questions seems to be meeting
a variety of needs.

The Christmas Holiday at the School begins
December 25, and classes r9SUTD9 on TUesday,
January 5. The Tree Lighting Ritual will be
observed by the groups eligible at the time of
the Winter Solstice.

Open House on January 1st has become an es-
tablished custom. The hospitality and fellow:-
ship &~ong the trainees and those interested in
the School is something not to be missed.

A. .YODNG- TRAINEE W.AJ5 ASKED TQ FORMULATE A
CODE OF BEHAVIOR

To live oonseiously, so that you ~ know your-
self.
To take invento17 of the behS.vior of all your
selves.
To be heedf'ul of the use of your energies.
To develop true imagination.

The code for a trainee is to live according to
a purpose and a pa.ttern and order. by labor and
with enduranee. To such a oode of living he
must bring sincerity and the qual1 ty of stead-
fastness. This is to be undertaken under the
leadership of a teacher. and development under
item be greatly aided by following the pre-
oepts of "Consoious Living".
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Both the philosopher and the trainee have the
same goal.

Illustration of trainee understanding some of
the difficulties of the self:
My belligerence and critical attitude. were
really directed at myself, because of an inner
conflict ••••• Ey working for RIGET COMPREHENSION
both of myself and of the results of my faulty
behavior I have succeeded in touching the
fringes of that comprehension and have wined
that I show and have less critical attitudes
both of myself and others in the future.
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